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News Headlines

15941: UltraSPARCTM Architecture 2005 and HyperVisor
API Specs Release

As announced last week by Sun
President and COO Jonathan
Schwartz at the Open Source
Business Conference (OSBC) in San
Francisco, Sun has released the
UltraSPARCTM Architecture 2005
and HyperVisor API specifications
under its OpenSPARC initiative -
the open source project for Sun’s
UltraSPARCTM T1 processor - and
declared it will be licensed under the GPL.

15997: High Availability & Disaster Recovery
Maybe it’s a hurricane. It
could be a tornado or
earthquake. Someday, a
disaster could run your data
center into the ground and
result in millions of dollars
in losses. Is your
organization prepared?

Find out how the Sun Java Availability Suite can help ensure
business continuity with this Sun Expert Exchange — an
interactive Q&A forum that lets you ask your own questions of
Sun experts and communicate with peers. Learn about:
• 24/7 high availability for disasters, failures, wide area

outages, or maintenance
• Sun Cluster Geographic Edition for unlimited distance

support
• Tested agents for over 50 popular applications

Attend the live chat, then get a complimentary white paper
packed with highlights and details on the Sun Java Availability
Suite.

Event Details
Guard Against Disaster with Sun Java Availability Suite
• Thursday, March 2, 2006
• 11 a.m. PST San Francisco
• 2 p.m. EST Miami
• 1900 GMT London
• 2000 CET Paris

16001: Top Ten Articles for Last 3 Issues
Vol 96 Issues 1, 2 and 3

Each week, we determine which articles have been most
frequently referenced by logged-in subscribers to provide
you with a list of the most popular articles for each of the
last three issues. The Web version of this article has
expanded list:

Top 3 Articles for Vol 96 Issue 3
• How-to Guides on SolarisTM Containers, DTrace and

SolarisTM Installation [15824]
• UNIX® Security Mistakes [15915]
• UltraSPARC® T1 Processors Coming to NetraTM

AdvancedTCA Blades [15938]

Top 3 Articles for Vol 96 Issue 2
• End-of-Software Support Statements for the SolarisTM 10

OS [15835]
• Sun Powers NBCOlympics.com [15898]
• Simplifying the Deployment of SolarisTM OS [15861]

Top 3 Articles for Vol 96 Issue 1
• Death of UNIX® Announcement is Premature [15834]
• Sun’s UltraSPARC® T1 Servers to Get Virtualization

Technology [15830]
• Sun Offers Users SunTM Grid Compute Utility in Two

Flavors [15812]

For more details click here
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15966: Center for Technology Governance and
Compliance to Open

A new Center for Technology Governance and Compliance
(CTGC) co-developed by Sun and Deloitte Consulting LLP is
designed to provide customers with a framework that will bring
together Deloitte’s professional services with assorted Sun
hardware and software to combat regulatory compliance
demands.

15956: Sun Partners with Indian Trio TCS, Wipro and
Satyam

Sun will be partnering with Indian IT trio TCS, Wipro and
Satyam to help in the migration of proprietary data center
environments to the SolarisTM 10 Operating System (Solaris OS),
reported NewKerala.com. Sun and partners will help customers
move from systems such as HP-UX, IBM-AIX and commercial
distributions of Linux, said Sun Marketing Director K P
Unnikrishnan.

Features Headlines

15950: Jonathan Schwartz Outlines his View of the
Coming Year

Sun COO Jonathan Schwartz spoke with
a group of eWEEK editors, among them
Eric Lundquist, who wrote up the
interview in which the Sun president
outlined his priorities for the year.

15998: Inside the Sun Discovery
Cluster

In this Sun Net Talk, Andy
Bechtolsheim - Sun Founder
and Chief Architect - and other
Sun technical experts discuss
Sun’s Discovery Cluster - a
system expressly designed to
meet the demands of

compute intensive R&D environments, and at a fraction of
current market costs. But don’t take our word for it - check out
the benchmark results for yourself.

15949: A Glance at the Future of Server Chips from
Sun’s Marc Tremblay

If anyone can speak with authority on the future
of server chips, that person is Marc Tremblay,
Sun fellow, VP and chief architect for Sun’s
Scalable Systems Group. Tremblay recently
shared his views with Jay Lyman of
TecNewsWorld.

15875: The Importance of SOA for JavaTM

Technology Developers
Sun Distinguished Engineer Mark
Hapner cleared the air on the
subject of "The Importance of SOA
for JavaTM Technology Developers"
when he was interviewed by Janice
J. Heiss for the Sun Developer
Network.

15927: Sun CIO Bill Vass Champions Open Source
Sun CIO Bill Vass voiced his enthusiasm for
open-source technology recently on
ComputerWorld, where he wrote about the
"other half," as he calls those users who have
adopted open-source solutions in their
enterprises. Clearly, in his rosy view of the
prospects for open source, readers will find
nothing but optimism for the future of open
source and its community.

15957: A Brief Look at the OpenSPARC Project and
What it Could Mean to You

Readers with an interest in open-source technologies but who
have yet to make the commitment to one might find it
interesting to have a look at "What OpenSPARC Means to You."
Developers, users, OEMs and silicon providers will all find
information of interest.

Workstations Headlines

15860: Sun’s Expanded Workstation Portfolio
Sun’s new workstations - Sun UltraTM 40 and Sun UltraTM 45
Workstations - provide flexibility in platform and OS choice and
combine the stability and binary compatibility of SPARC®
technology with the performance and flexibility of x64. These
new Sun Ultra Workstations offer customers more options for
operating systems than any other vendor, Sun reports.

15970: World Record Benchmarks Set by Sun UltraTM

Workstations
Sun UltraTM Workstations have set 12 world record benchmarks,
reports Sun, demonstrating these systems’ capabilities with
various system configurations, while running a variety of
supported operating systems. The Sun UltraTM 40 Workstation
alone set nine new world records, indicating its unquestionable
lead over the competition in both performance and price/
performance categories.

15828: Sun UltraTM 40 Workstation
The industry’s first workstation to bundle
grid software is the Sun UltraTM 40
Workstation, which also comes with
visualization capabilities, record setting
price-performance and a whisper quiet
environment for desktops. Both 64-bit and
32-bit applications can be run at the same
time on this workstation that supports a
customer’s choice of operating systems.

15937: Dutch City Relying on Sun
Network-Based Desktop
Computing System

The city of Groningen in Holland is using Sun RayTM ultra-thin
client technology, Sun Secure Global Desktop software and the
SolarisTM 10 Operating System (Solaris OS) in its OneRegion
Project that plans on connecting non-profit organizations to its
Internet Exchange via fiber, ADSL or high speed wireless
internet.
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Servers Headlines

15916: UltraSPARC® IV+ Sun FireTM Servers Continue
Setting Benchmarks

Sun FireTM servers with UltraSPARC® IV+
processors are setting records in
performance and being recognized by the
market with customers adopting Sun’s
new server line, the company
announced. The UltraSPARC IV+ 64-bit 1.5
GHz processor comes with 2 MB on-chip
L2 cache, an off-chip 32 MB L3 cache and
uses the latest 90 nanometer process technology.

15946: “SWaP Up: Inside New Sun FireTM Servers with
CoolThreadsTM Technology”

Sun is presenting a Net Talk on Demand highlighting its Sun
FireTM servers and CoolThreadsTM technology. Sun engineers
discuss the eight-core, 32-thread UltraSPARCTM processor and
explain how the eco-responsible CoolThreads technology
surpasses the competition on the SWaP (space, watts,
performance) metric by registering five times the performance,
one-fifth the energy and one-fourth the space.

15947: Symantec Supports Sun FireTM x64 Servers
The strategic collaboration between Sun and Symantec has
been taken a step further with the latter committing to broaden
its support of the SolarisTM 10 Operating System (Solaris OS) on
the Sun FireTM x64 (x86, 64-bit) servers powered by AMD Opteron
processors.

Sun and Standards Headlines

15965: Standardization: Unifier or Divider?
An analysis from the December 2005 Standards Edge conference
has been posted at http://www.thebolingroup.com/
standard_conf.html. This conference, which was co-hosted by
Sun Microsystems and Microsoft, was aimed at generating
greater understanding by policy makers of the power of IT
standards in shaping markets and the public good.

Training Headlines

15906: New Self-Paced SolarisTM OS Training Packages
Four new self-paced SolarisTM

Operating System (Solaris OS)
training packages complementing
the latest Sun technologies have
been released by Sun for System and
Network Administrators. Each
training package, available for both
x64 and SPARC® environments,
comes as a collection of courses in
CD-ROM format.

15878: Select Sun CAPs and Training Now Offer a Free
Apple iPod Nano

Now through April 14, 2006, Sun is giving away Apple iPod
nanos with the purchase of select Career Accelerator Packages
(CAPs) or two qualifying Sun training courses. Sun CAPs help
ease the learning and certification process by providing a
combination of classroom training, online practice exams and
the actual certification exam in one simple package.

15907: Two New Storage Management Courses
System and network
administrators
responsible for
managing and
implementing storage
environments may be
interested in two new
storage management
training courses offered
by Sun that target the
Sun StorEdgeTM 6920 System and VERITAS Volume Manager 4.1.
Training for both of these courses is instructor-led and requires
a five-day commitment to complete the curriculum
successfully.

15908: Four New Sun eLibraries for Developers
Sun is introducing four new eLibraries for teams of 10 or more
developers to assist with training as well as serve as a reference
for development needs. eLibraries are collections of self-paced
online web courses available from Sun on a subscription basis.

Java Technology Headlines

15948: JavaTM Platform, Standard Edition 6 Beta
Available as Download

The JavaTM Platform, Standard Edition 6
(Java SE 6), or Project Mustang as it is
code named, is ready for download as a
Beta release from http://java.sun.com/
javase/6. The new version of Java SE
features enhanced functionality for web
services, diagnostics and desktop
applications. Sun expects to ship the final
release of Java SE 6 the fall of 2006.

15877: What to Expect in the Forthcoming Version of
Mustang

The Sun desktop JavaTM client group has provided a preview of
the forthcoming version of the JavaTM Platform Standard Edition
(Java SE), highlighting some of the new features and
functionality of Mustang, as the release is code named, in
"Update: Desktop Java Features in Mustang."

15952: Sun Announces Forthcoming Release of JavaTM 2
Platform, Micro Edition

Developers can expect a new version of JavaTM 2 Platform, Micro
Edition (Java ME) by mid-2006, and handsets that feature
applications built with the new version should debut either by
the end of 2006 or early 2007, wrote Nancy Gohring for IDG
News Service. Eric Chu, senior director of mobile and embedded
systems at Sun made the announcement at the 3GSM World
Congress in Barcelona.

15749: “POJOs in Action”
"POJOs in Action" is Chris Richardson’s latest
book, which has been published by Manning.
Richardson brings developers the good news
that Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs) now work
with Enterprise JavaBeansTM (EJBTM), just as
they do with such other lightweight
technologies as Hibernate, Spring, JDO and
iBATIS.
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News
15941: UltraSPARCTM Architecture 2005 and HyperVisor
API Specs Release

Provides the Capability to Port Linux to
the CoolThreadsTM Architecture

As announced last week by
Sun President and COO
Jonathan Schwartz at the
Open Source Business
Conference (OSBC) in San
Francisco, Sun has released
the UltraSPARCTM Architecture
2005 and HyperVisor API
specifications under its
[OpenSPARC initiative] - the
open source project for Sun’s UltraSPARCTM T1 processor - and
declared it will be licensed under the GPL.

Publishing these specifications freely for download from
[opensparc.net], Sun expects to help nurture the creation of a
new chip multi-threading community and assist companies
interested in porting operating systems and other applications
to the UltraSPARC T1 processor’s threaded environment.

"Today we open the door to expanding SPARC® onto new
platforms and into new markets, breaking down barriers to
innovation and giving our customers more choice," Schwartz
said. "Having Linux or BSD ports for the UltraSPARC T1
processor will greatly expand the SPARC market, giving
customers more opportunities to reap the benefits of our
CoolThreads technology. The OpenSPARC effort is fostering a
community for SPARC-based, 32 thread innovation that will play
a crucial role in redefining industry standards in the data
center."

...we open the door to expanding
SPARC® onto new platforms and

into new markets...
— Jonathan Schwartz

With this specifications release, the development community
now has the information needed to port Linux to the
CoolThreads architecture and to take full advantage of the
chip’s multi-threading capabilities.

Jeffrey Burt, writing for eWeek along with Senior Editor Peter
Galli, noted Mike Splain, a Sun fellow and CTO and chief
technologist for Sun’s Scalable Systems Group, as identifying
the first two key sets of documentation as the chip’s
architecture specifications and the definitions that dictate how
developers should deal with those specs, while the hypervisor
APIs are key in helping ease porting Linux or other operating
systems onto the architecture. According to Splain, Sun will be
releasing further documentation in mid-March.

Sun reports that the OpenSPARC community is receiving
support from industry guru David Miller, who is actively
working on expanding the UltraSPARC T1 onto new operating
platforms and applications, as well as Kip Macy, the author of
the FreeBSD port to the Xen x86 hypervisor. Macy is excited
about the opportunity to port FreeBSD to a new hypervisor on a
new architecture: "The UltraSPARC T1 processor’s approach to
Volume 96 Issue 4  News
throughput computing is a refreshing change from other
architectures and FreeBSD will one day be able to fully exploit
the parallelism exposed by the cutting edge processor. The T1 is
particularly interesting to me because I feel that its price-
performance should, for the first time, make the UltraSPARC an
important participant in commodity computing environments."

This move by is part of a larger push into the open-source
community by Sun that has already open sourced its [SolarisTM

Operating System (Solaris OS)], among many of its other
technologies.

15997: High Availability & Disaster Recovery
Q&A with Sun Expert Exchange - March 2nd 2006

Maybe it’s a hurricane. It
could be a tornado or
earthquake. Someday, a
disaster could run your data
center into the ground and
result in millions of dollars
in losses. Is your
organization prepared?

Find out how the Sun Java Availability Suite can help ensure
business continuity with this Sun Expert Exchange — an
interactive Q&A forum that lets you ask your own questions of
Sun experts and communicate with peers. Learn about:
• 24/7 high availability for disasters, failures, wide area

outages, or maintenance
• Sun Cluster Geographic Edition for unlimited distance

support
• Tested agents for over 50 popular applications

Attend the live chat, then get a complimentary white paper
packed with highlights and details on the Sun Java Availability
Suite.

Event Details

Guard Against Disaster with Sun Java Availability Suite
• Thursday, March 2, 2006
• 11 a.m. PST San Francisco
• 2 p.m. EST Miami
• 1900 GMT London, 2000 CET Paris

[Check your time zone]

Ask the Experts:

• Burt Clouse — Software Engineering Manager, Sun Cluster
• Meenakshi Kaul-Basu — Software Engineering Manager, Sun

Cluster
• Ashutosh Tripathi — Senior Software Engineer
• Hartmut Streppel — Field Sun Cluster Specialist
• Shobhana Viswanathan — Senior Product Marketing

Manager, Java Availability Suite
• Chitra Badrinath — Group Marketing Manager, N1 Software

[please register here].

LOG ON EARLY: Connect 5 minutes early to participate in the
entire event. Questions can be submitted in the Ask a Question
text input screen. Simply enter your question and hit submit.

For more information, please email Sun at
expertexchange@sun.com.
 — 1 February 20th, 2006 - February 26th, 2006
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15966: Center for Technology Governance and
Compliance to Open

Sun and Deloitte Team to Help Customers Meet
Regulatory Compliance Demands

A new Center for Technology Governance and Compliance
(CTGC) co-developed by Sun and Deloitte Consulting LLP is
designed to provide customers with a framework that will bring
together Deloitte’s professional services with assorted Sun
hardware and software to combat regulatory compliance
demands.

Sun and Deloitte Consulting were expected to introduce their
first physical location CTGC, which is to be based in Menlo Park,
Calif., on February 21, reported Brian Fonseca with eWeek, who
also mentioned a virtual-based CTGC was under development.

At the physical CTGC facilities, customers will be able to visit the
location and access Sun and Deloitte’s technology resources.
Sun will be donating its IT management products and services
associated with its information lifecycle management (ILM) and
identity management portfolios, Fonseca noted. Customers
using the CTGC will receive Deloitte’s specialized consulting and
advisory services designed to extend the firm’s technology
infrastructure expertise to soften regulatory compliance and
governance hurdles.

The CTGC will target U.S. government regulations such as the
Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA),
SEC 17a-4 and Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. Methodologies to be
incorporated within the CTGC will address four specific
components:
• A technology assessment to firm up risk mitigation and

establish practices for long-term governance
• A security plan toward enabling access controls to lock down

data
• An information governance plan to classify, archive, retrieve

and dissolve electronic records to meet regulatory mandates
• A controls initiative to offer visibility into enterprise

compliance operations.

"A lot of companies are having trouble (responding to)
compliance. If you’re sitting on the customer side, it is
frustrating and there are a lot of challenges to deal with," Lee
Dittmar, principal for the Austin, Texas-based Deloitte
Consulting LLC, told Fonseca. "This isn’t just an ivory tower
effort Ö our mutual clients are confused and it’s going to be up
to all of us to alleviate that confusion."

Third-party vendors will be made available to customers using
the virtual and physical CTGC, extending beyond Sun or
Deloitte’s technology or as part of both companies’ overall
strategy and technology roadmap, Dittmar said.

A second CTGC is being planned and both companies are
actively looking for a location, which could be situated in New
York City, commented Sun Partner Executive Norbert Nowicki.
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15956: Sun Partners with Indian Trio TCS, Wipro and
Satyam

To Help with Migration to SolarisTM 10 Operating System

Sun will be partnering with Indian IT trio TCS, Wipro and
Satyam to help in the migration of proprietary data center
environments to the SolarisTM 10 Operating System (Solaris OS),
reported NewKerala.com. Sun and partners will help customers
move from systems such as HP-UX, IBM-AIX and commercial
distribution of Linux, said Sun Marketing Director K P
Unnikrishnan.

"We have signed an agreement with TCS, Wipro and Satyam for
this global endeavor," Unnikrishnan told Press Trust of India.
"This is a significant development as it endorses the global play
of India IT companies."

TCS, Wipro and Satyam along with other Sun partners in India
will be providing customers a fixed price model based on their
migration scenario, eliminating what often is considered a
large risk area in any migration.

This partnership between Sun and TCS, Wipro and Satyam,
NewKerala.com reports industry sources as saying, is a first for
Indian IT companies and could potentially run into millions of
dollars.

16001: Top Ten Articles for Last 3 Issues
Vol 96 Issues 1, 2 and 3

Each week, we determine which articles have been most
frequently referenced by logged-in subscribers to provide you
with a list of the most popular articles for each of the last three
issues.

Top Ten Articles for Vol 96 Issue 3

• How-to Guides on SolarisTM Containers, DTrace and SolarisTM

Installation [15824]
• UNIX® Security Mistakes [15915]
• UltraSPARC® T1 Processors Coming to NetraTM AdvancedTCA

Blades [15938]
• New World-record Benchmarks Set by Galaxy Servers [15930]
• Sun’s US$4 Billion Services Business Up 9.9% in 2005 [15813]
• Sun Announces Security and Open Source Updates [15945]
• Fastest Single Core Processor Released for the Sun FireTM

X2100 Servers [15680]
• Sun Storage Technologies to Strengthen with Imation

Agreement [15871]
• Trade-in Discounts Offered Towards Sun StorEdgeTM 3510

Array [15883]
• Consolidation as the Way to Optimize Server Utilization

[15876]

Top Ten Articles for Vol 96 Issue 2

• End-of-Software Support Statements for the SolarisTM 10 OS
[15835]

• Sun Powers NBCOlympics.com [15898]
• Simplifying the Deployment of SolarisTM OS [15861]
• “SolarisTM OS Networking — The Magic Revealed” [15790]
• GRUB and the SolarisTM 10 1/06 OS [15726]
• SolarisTM 10 Operating System - One Year Later [15866]
• Sun Expands its Solution Centers with More Offerings,

Services [15904]
• Security Vulnerabilities in the JavaTM Runtime Environment

Fixed [15913]
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• Forrester Names Sun’s Identity Management Suite as the
Leader [15867]

• Migration Services to Assist Customers’ Transition to
SolarisTM 10 [15868]

Top Ten Articles for Vol 96 Issue 1

• Death of UNIX® Announcement is Premature [15834]
• Sun’s UltraSPARC® T1 Servers to Get Virtualization

Technology [15830]
• Sun Offers Users SunTM Grid Compute Utility in Two Flavors

[15812]
• Sun FireTM E25K Server Sets TPC-H SF3000 Benchmark [15857]
• What to do With the Extra Data Center Space When Sun Fire

x64s are Installed [15778]
• Hiring on the Increase in Tech Sector [15819]
• Sun, Google, Lenovo Underwriting Anti-Spyware/Malware

Site [15829]
• Sun JavaTM Identity Management Suite: A Dual-purpose

Solution [15724]
• Customers Choose Sun for System Availability, Performance,

Functionality [15774]
• New ATO CPU/Memory Board Options [15853]

For more details click here or see article [16001] on the Web
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Features
15950: Jonathan Schwartz Outlines his View of the
Coming Year
Customer Awareness, Social Infrastructure, Identity

Management Loom Large

Sun COO Jonathan Schwartz
spoke with a group of
eWEEK editors, among them
Eric Lundquist, who wrote
up the interview in which
the Sun president outlined
his priorities for the year.

Chief among his goals is
both developer capture and
reaching the broadest
possible market, the largest user community, by developing
basic awareness of Sun’s offerings, Schawartz announced.

One of the developments that has caused much excitement in
the industry is the minimal power consumption of Sun’s new
multi-threaded processors. This has stirred considerable
interest, especially in the financial services industry, Schwartz
noted, where companies are striving as never before to sharpen
their competitive edge.

Schwartz pointed to social infrastructure as the area in which
the industry and Sun will next focus their efforts. Interacting
with customers will become a critically important corporate
activity, Schwartz predicted.

And, among customers, security or network identity will
continue to absorb energy and attention, as evidenced by that
area having become Sun’s fastest growing business, Schwartz
told the editors.

Sun’s interest in future acquisitions will be directed toward
those innovations that "...allow us to radically reset the
performance of the network infrastructure. We want to be the
provider of the technologies that define computing," Schwartz
maintained.

Asked about the reception on the street of Sun’s commitment
to open source, Schwartz pointed out that the pessimism was
unwarranted since downloads of the SolarisTM 10 Operating
System (Solaris OS) continue in increasing numbers. Among the
things Sun has in store, Schwartz added, is an open-source
hardware platform.

Sun also continues its efforts to recruit customers to the grid,
Schwartz responded to a question on the rental or outsourcing
of compute time.

Activity continues as well with both Google and with Microsoft,
Schwartz explained, countering the suggestion that more had
been expected from those ventures. While Sun may differ with
Microsoft on digital rights management, he pointed out that
the Sun JavaTM Enterprise System is the only open-source
program that is interoperable with Microsoft’s .Net stack.
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15998: Inside the Sun Discovery Cluster
Make Science Sizzle

From drug discovery to
DNA sequencing, life
sciences faces a unique
set of computing
challenges. Best-of-
breed solutions can be
exorbitantly costly to
acquire, integrate, and
scale. Sun offers a
better way.

Learn about the Sun Discovery Cluster for Life Sciences — Sun’s
turnkey solution engineered expressly to answer the demands
of biotech, pharmaceuticals, academic and other life sciences
organizations. Join this Sun Net Talk on Demand to hear Sun
founder and Chief Architect Andy Bechtolsheim and other
experts discuss highlights of Sun Discovery Cluster:
• Ideal for high performance, compute-intensive R&D
• Preinstalled rack-mounted hardware/software platform
• Supports Solaris 10 OS, Linux, or Windows
• 1 teraFLOP for less than $282,000

Priced at under $94,000 for 38 rack-mounted Sun Fire X2100
servers with 64-bit AMD Opteron dual-core processors, Sun
Discovery Cluster blows away the competition in price/
performance. It delivers 1.5 times the performance and uses
one-third the power of rival systems — at a fraction of the cost.

Net Talk Speakers

• Andy Bechtolsheim — Sun Founder, SVP, and Chief Architect
• Tom Gould — Manager, Life Sciences Market Development

Engineering
• Rebecca Tong — Product Marketing Manager
• Joerg Schwarz — Director, Healthcare and Life Science

Net Talk Agenda

• Discovery Cluster Applications
• Compute Node Design Criteria
• Sun vs. Dell Benchmark Testing
• Discovery Cluster Components
• Sun x64 Product Line

If you have questions or feedback, please email
sunnettalk@sun.com.

In this Sun Net Talk, Andy Bechtolsheim - Sun Founder and Chief
Architect - and other Sun technical experts discuss Sun’s
Discovery Cluster - a system expressly designed to meet the
demands of compute intensive R&D environments, and at a
fraction of current market costs. But don’t take our word for it -
check out the benchmark results for yourself.

[Watch the NetTalk]
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15949: A Glance at the Future of Server Chips from
Sun’s Marc Tremblay

Sun Bets on the UltraSPARC® T1 Processor

If anyone can speak with authority on the
future of server chips, that person is Marc
Tremblay, Sun fellow, VP and chief architect
for Sun’s Scalable Systems Group. Tremblay
recently shared his views with Jay Lyman of
TecNewsWorld.

In Tremblay’s view, the principal technical
achievement connected with the introduction
of Sun’s eight-core Niagara chip, better
known as the UltraSPARC® T1, is that the 32-way Symmetric
MultiProcessing (SMP) chip was built in silicon in 90 nanometer
and yet dissipates only 70 watts.

There are some limitations, Tremblay conceded, in Niagara’s
design, such as its basic simplicity, its inability to offer much in
the way of Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP), its failure to
support multi-issue, branch prediction and speculation, but the
tradeoff is that the chip features enormous power and can run
four threads per core with up to eight cores per chip.

The power saving advantage itself stems from the absence of
large associative memories and content addressable memory
(CAM), as well as focusing the chip’s efforts on other issues
than speculation and/or predication, Tremblay asserted.

One of the most useful features of the UltraSPARC T1, in
Tremblay’s view, is its ability to mix threads with processes,
running up to 32 simultaneous searches in applications that do
not call for multi-threading, which makes it eminently suitable
for Internet operations.

The Niagara has so successfully addressed the problems
connected with power and cooling, Tremblay continued, that
he cannot foresee any vendor who would choose to dispute that
success and model its future product design in any other way. It
is Sun’s good fortune to have led the way early on.

In future, Sun will concentrate on increased throughput,
parallelism and robustness per thread, both from a
performance and RAS standpoint, Tremblay predicted. Sun will
also continue to work on such system-level functions as
network acceleration and crypto-acceleration, he added.

15875: The Importance of SOA for JavaTM

Technology Developers
Sun Distinguished Engineer Mark Hapner

Spreads the “Message”

Sun Distinguished
Engineer Mark
Hapner cleared the
air on the subject of
[The Importance of
SOA for JavaTM

Technology
Developers] when he
was interviewed by
Janice J. Heiss for the
Sun Developer
Network.

Hapner enumerated five core functions for the typical Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) platform, listing them as:
Volume 96 Issue 4  Feature
• Service composition: the tools and services used to develop
services as IT applications, develop compositions of these
services, and govern the services architecture they form

• Service control: the tools and services an administrator uses
to manage, monitor, and set policies for the set of services
that run the business, including business activity monitoring

• Runtime infrastructure (or composite application platform):
that hosts the business logic of production services and
consists of engines (also called containers) that implement
the runtime support for each of the several service
technologies that a service may depend on

• Service delivery: infrastructure that supports a service’s
interaction with other services, including all of the protocol
support, the web services, the security infrastructure, and
the policy execution infrastructure necessary for the service
to interact with its peer services

• Service access: applications used to access services such as
web sites, portals, mobile clients, RFID applications, and so
on by which the wider world of users connects to an SOA

Hapner contended that it is vital for developers to understand
the need to use interoperable technologies known to work
globally and that provide a practicality and scalablability to
work as a core computing building block. Interoperability is the
overriding goal, Hapner insisted, rather than prematurely
optimizing or customizing technologies. Otherwise, there is a
huge risk of ending up with the very integration problems SOA
was conceived to avoid.

In the matter of standards, Hapner suggested that developers
should begin with the necessary minimal functionality rather
than wait for any particular and highly complex architecture,
introducing new infrastructure and protocols as they become
needed.

It’s the message, stupid
— Mark Hapner

The greatest challenges to developing SOA architecture in
Hapner’s view are to create a service that is "...a composable,
universally accessible function, whether as a web site or as an
application service." And the key to doing this successfully is in
structuring the semantics so that the services are delivered
simply and as modelessly as possible

SOA requires that a service be . One way to think about a service
is as a web site for machines. Here’s the tricky part: How do you
do this in a practical way that provides value to a wide enough
range of customers to make it worthwhile? The focus is on how
you structure the semantics, the function of that service. How
do you design effective messages and the composition of those
messages so that they deliver the function in the simplest, most
modeless way? "The real challenge is to figure out how to
design these services so that they’re rich enough to be broadly
usable but simple enough to be practical for the broader
community to understand and access," he stated. XML, he
continued, is at the core of SOA, figuring in every level of the
architecture. "Though XML has the potential to simplify
composition, it requires a lot of know-how to design application
messages properly, to use the appropriate business-level
vocabulary in those messages, and to construct the messages
so they’re properly linked together to accomplish a business
task," he explained.
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It is important for an SOA application to offer both input and
output pins for the web of services it interacts with, Hapner
explained — input pins being the services it offers, and output
pins the services it relies on. The JavaTM Business Integration
(JBI) technology relies on this architecture, supporting this two-
level view of composition, at the web layer and within the
application, he said. "JBI will be extremely important in
allowing the Java community to deliver the composite
application infrastructure that developers need to effectively
implement SOA services," Hapner predicted.

The role that global standards play in an SOA platform is
critical, Hapner maintained, since interoperability relies on this
compliance. He suggested loosely coupled collaboration rather
than layering after the fact to achieve the greatest degree of
global interoperability.

Hapner’s strongest statement on the subject of SOAs came in
his assertion that "SOA is simply the promise of carrying over
the collaboration enabled by web applications to the
collaboration of business functions. It will happen because
global computing will affect enterprise integration just like it
affected client-server computing. While the details may vary
from what we see now, nothing can stop this next wave of
global computing."

The core understanding JavaTM technology developers need to
cultivate, Hapner urged, is that, "’...It’s the message, stupid.’
The fundamental building block of global computing is the
message and message exchange. Message-based computing is
a different model that many enterprise developers are not too
familiar with. It will take some time for them to learn how to
effectively design and implement message-based services."

15927: Sun CIO Bill Vass Champions Open Source
Highlights Advantages, Notes Industry Shift Away from

Proprietary Solutions

Sun CIO Bill Vass voiced his enthusiasm
for open-source technology recently on
ComputerWorld, where he wrote about
the "other half," as he calls those users
who have adopted open-source solutions
in their enterprises. Clearly, in his rosy
view of the prospects for open source,
readers will find nothing but optimism
for the future of open source and its
community.

The other half, Vass claimed, have already experienced the shift
from open-source as a philosophical debate to open-source as a
successful business model. Their next step, he predicted will be
to shift to a view of open source as a universal model,
accessible by all.

He noted how transparently and widely open-source is already
at work in such major commercial enterprises as eBay, Google,
Yahoo and government IT systems today, leaving no doubt as to
its readiness for mission-critical business operations.

As further proof of the move to open source, Vass cited the
entry into open source by venture capitalists who have
committed nearly $400 million to 50 open-source companies in
the past year and a half alone.

The only friend that proprietary,
closed systems have left is inertia

— Bill Vass
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Among the advantages Bass noted that derive from adopting
open source are these:
• Projects are on schedule because open systems give you

scale and vendor choice;
• Open source helps to increase security and reduce support

costs in development and test cycles;
• Open source reduces acquisition costs per project;
• Open source puts the resources of an entire community

behind a user

Vass conceded that there are still issues to be addressed, such
as persuading business managers and users to increase the
pace of adoption and to school them in managing software
licenses, dealing with support arrangements and with
hardware issues; getting them comfortable with dealing with a
community rather than a single vendor; and, for those issues
open source shares with proprietary solutions, managing
release issues, version control and backward compatibility.

Should anyone doubt Vass’s optimism about open source, he
envisions a dim future for those who cling to proprietary
solutions, saying, "The only friend that proprietary, closed
systems have left is inertia."

15957: A Brief Look at the OpenSPARC Project and
What it Could Mean to You

Good Starting Point for Those Curious About Open Source

Readers with an interest in open-source technologies but who
have yet to make the commitment to one might find it
interesting to have a look at the Web page [What OpenSPARC
Means to You].

Developers will discover that the source code for the
UltraSPARC® T1 processor enables them to create applications
more quickly and with more complete hardware integration

Customers will learn that the source code enables the creation
of an environment in which the development of new, thread-
rich applications is facilitated.

OEMs will find out that the source code presents the
opportunity to create solutions built on a proven architecture,
and silicon providers will learn that a 64-bit, Chip Multi-
threaded (CMT), SPARC architecture design point is now freely
available for innovation and quick productization.

The article contains a number of useful FAQs ranging from the
nature of t he OpenSPARC Project to an explanation of Sun’s
motives in open sourcing its hardware chip design and
including the ways in which access to this source code helps
overcome some of the deterrents to designing a system on a
chip. Perhaps the most enticing of the several FAQs is the one
about costs to download. The answer, of course, is nothing at
all.
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Sun and Standards
15965: Standardization: Unifier or Divider?
Analysis of December 2005 Standards Edge Conference

An analysis from the December 2005 Standards Edge conference
has been posted at http://www.thebolingroup.com/
standard_conf.html. This conference, which was co-hosted by
Sun Microsystems and Microsoft, was aimed at generating
greater understanding by policy makers of the power of IT
standards in shaping markets and the public good, and thus
impressing upon attendees the importance of considering IT
standardization as an integral part of industrial, economic and
social policies.
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Servers
15916: UltraSPARC® IV+ Sun FireTM Servers Continue
Setting Benchmarks

Customers Recognize Value, Upgrading
for Performance and Scalability

Sun FireTM servers with UltraSPARC® IV+
processors are setting records in
performance and being recognized by the
market with customers adopting Sun’s
new server line, the company announced
earlier this month. The UltraSPARC IV+
64-bit 1.5 GHz processor comes with 2 MB
on-chip L2 cache, an off-chip 32 MB L3
cache and uses the latest 90 nanometer process technology.

Five new record-breaking performance benchmarks have been
recorded:
• Sun FireTM E25K achieved a new world record TPC-H SF3000

benchmark with the SolarisTM 10 Operating System (Solaris
OS) running Oracle Database 10g Release 2. This solution
outperformed IBM POWER5 server and beat the HP Integrity
Superdome Itanium server by 47 percent.

• Sun Fire UltraSPARC IV+ processor-based systems running
Oracle 10G R2 exceeded existing results on the Avaloq
Banking KTB 2.0.6 benchmark, enabling Avaloq to process
464 transactions per second, far exceeding previous results
which topped out under 400.

• Sun FireTM E6900 Systems and Sun FireTM T2000 with
CoolThreadsTM Technology delivered a world record result for
the SPECjAppServer2004 Benchmark in the standard
category, beating out Intel Itanium and Xeon and IBM
POWER5+ architecture-based systems.

• Sun Fire E6900 exceeded previous world records on the
SPECjbb2005 benchmark, beating recent results based on a
Fujitsu PRIMEQUEST 480 Itanium server and an IBM POWER5
by 6 percent and 40 percent respectively.

• Sun Fire E25K outperformed top benchmark results on the
SPEC CPU2000 SPECint_rate2000 benchmark over IBM
POWER5 server and HP Integrity Superdome Itanium server
by 27 percent and 32 percent respectively.

...world-record benchmarks on the
UltraSPARC IV+ platform...further
distances us from all competing
server platforms... — David Yen

"Today we announce the second wave of world-record
benchmarks on the UltraSPARC IV+ platform that further
distances us from all competing server platforms on the
market," said David Yen, executive vice-president, Scalable
Systems Group, Sun. "Our new cycle of UltraSPARC innovation
is delivering incredible gains for our customers who are looking
for the best performance and value."

Customers like NBCOlympics.com [15868] are upgrading to the
UltraSPARC IV+ that offers up to five times the performance
increase over UltraSPARC® III servers and double the
performance over previous UltraSPARC generations at the same
power consumption in the same footprint and for the same
price.
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Abacus, a provider of cooperative data, data management and
analytical services for direct marketing, recently decided to
purchase three UltraSPARC IV+ Sun FireTM V490 servers. Abacus
runs its own large data warehousing application that builds
lists for direct marketing activities, and will leverage SunSM

Services to help manage its entire data center.

"During our testing phase we ran custom Abacus applications
and achieved a two times performance gain," said Doug
Tschudy, vice president of Systems and Network Services at
Abacus. "The upgrade to UltraSPARC IV+ processors was a
business decision for us that will save us a considerable amount
of time and engineering resources while, at the same time,
gave us performance increases and cost savings on power,
cooling and space."

UltraSPARC IV+ delivers the industry’s only "on the fly" upgrade
path that allows customers to leverage the binary compatibility
of the Solaris 10 OS, enabling a seamless transition to the latest
server technology and a guarantee that their applications will
just run.

15946: “SWaP Up: Inside New Sun FireTM Servers with
CoolThreadsTM Technology”

SunTM Net Talk Takes Listeners Inside These Sun Servers

Sun is presenting a Net Talk on Demand highlighting its Sun
FireTM servers and CoolThreadsTM technology. Sun engineers
discuss the eight-core, 32-thread UltraSPARCTM processor and
explain how the eco-responsible CoolThreads technology
surpasses the competition on the SWaP (space, watts,
performance) metric by registering five times the performance,
one-fifth the energy and one-fourth the space.

Designed for massive web throughput and lower energy costs,
resource consumption and space requirements, these Sun
servers’ benchmark and competitive reports are defined by this
Sun Net Talk’s speakers Fadi Azhari, marketing director,
Scalable Systems Group; Ken Won, senior director, Data Center
Marketing, Sun; and Paul Durzan, group marketing manager,
Sun Fire Servers.

For more information on the 21 minute Net Talk "SWaP Up:
Inside New Sun Fire Servers with CoolThreads Technology," visit
the [Sun Web site.]

15947: Symantec Supports Sun FireTM x64 Servers
Milestone in Companies’ Strategic Collaboration

The strategic
collaboration between
Sun and Symantec has
been taken a step
further with the latter
committing to broaden
its support of the
SolarisTM 10 Operating System (Solaris OS) on the Sun FireTM x64
(x86, 64-bit) servers powered by AMD Opteron processors with
its VERITAS Storage Foundation, VERITAS Cluster Server and
VERITAS NetBackup client solutions.
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"This announcement is a significant milestone in the strategic
collaboration between Symantec and Sun," said Niall Wall, vice
president of business development and alliances, Symantec.
"Now customers can use Symantecs’ market-leading storage
management, availability and data protection solutions
running Sun’s Solaris 10 OS on both x64 and SPARC®
platforms."

Both Sun and Symantec also are focusing on the development
of the new product offerings running on an expansive range of
storage hardware. Symantec believes its expanded portfolio
with the Solaris 10 OS on Sun’s x64 platforms will address the
needs of price/performance while also offering the following
benefits:
• Ease of Management: Customers will be able to leverage a

single storage and server management infrastructure across
Sun’s SPARC and x64 platforms that will provide consistent
management tools for data center availability, storage
management and system administration.

• Cost Savings: Storage and server operational process remain
unchanged, yet customers can take advantage of the cost
saving and price/performance of Sun’s x64 platforms
without compromising enterprise-level management.

• Seamless Migration and Flexibility: With VERITAS Storage
Foundation, customers can seamlessly migrate to and from
existing UNIX® and Linux-based systems to Solaris OS on Sun
Fire systems with AMD Opteron processors. Furthermore,
they can migrate between heterogeneous storage hardware
platforms, giving them complete flexibility and choice of
server and storage platforms.

• Functionality: IT organizations can utilize the same storage
management, availability and data protection solutions with
Solaris 8, 9 and 10 OS while adding new capabilities
specifically designed to take advantage of the latest
innovations included in the Solaris 10 OS on x64 platforms.

"With Symantec’s support of the Solaris 10 OS on Sun Fire x64
servers, together we are bringing cost savings, seamless
migration and flexibility and industry-leading functionality to a
broader range of customers," said Stephen Borcich, Vice
President of Partner Marketing, Sun. "Sun’s long history of
building innovative alliances with companies such as Symantec
continue to be a driving force behind next-generation compute
offerings."
Volume 96 Issue 4  Server
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Java Technology
15948: JavaTM Platform, Standard Edition 6 Beta
Available as Download

Features Enhanced Web Services, Diagnostics,
Desktop Functionality

The JavaTM Platform, Standard
Edition 6 (Java SE 6), or Project
Mustang as it is code named, is
ready for download as a Beta release
from http://java.sun.com/javase/6.
The new version of Java SE features
enhanced functionality for web
services, diagnostics and desktop
applications, along with the
compatibility and stability that one might expect from such a
transparent development model. Sun expects to ship the final
release of Java SE 6 the fall of 2006.

"With expanded scripting language and web services support,
the Java SE 6 software is clearly emerging as the next
generation platform for Web 2.0 applications and services. The
Beta version has been extensively tested and is now ready for a
wider base of developers who want to take advantage of the
latest features but don’t want to be ’bleeding edge,’" said Jeff
Jackson, Vice President, Java Developer Platform and Strategy,
Sun Microsystems. "Developers are encouraged to start testing
projects and applications now, and provide their own feedback
for the final version of the Java SE 6 software."

The Beta version has been
extensively tested and is now ready
for a wider base of developers who
want to take advantage of the latest

features ... Jeff Jackson

Highlights of Java SE 6 include:

New Security features and enhancements

• Native platform GSS/Kerberos integration
• Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS) login

module that employs LDAP authentication
• New Smart Card I/O API

Integrated Web Services

• New API for XML digital signature services for secure web
services

• New Client and Core Java Architecture for XML-Web Services
(JAX-WS) 2.0 APIs

• New support for Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB) 2.0

Enhanced Management & Serviceability

• Improved JMX Monitoring API
• Runtime Support for dTrace (Solaris 10 and future Solaris OS

releases only)
• New custom deployment facilities

Increased Developer Productivity

• Improved memory usage analysis and leak detection
• Significant library improvements
• Improvements to the Java Platform Debug Architecture

(JPDA) & JVM Tool Interface
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Improved User Experience

• Look and feel updates to better match underlying platforms
• Improved desktop performance and integration
• Enhanced internationalization support

15877: What to Expect in the Forthcoming
Version of Mustang

A Peek Behind the Scenes of JavaTM Platform
Standard Edition

The Sun desktop JavaTM client group has provided a preview of
the forthcoming version of the JavaTM Platform Standard Edition
(Java SE), highlighting some of the new features and
functionality of Mustang, as the release is code named, in
[Update: Desktop Java Features in Mustang.] This is to be a
continuing effort that will keep interested parties abreast of the
development of Mustang as it proceeds.

The update is divided into the following different areas of client
technology:
• JavaTM Foundation Classes/Swing Technology
• JavaTM 2D API
• Internationalization
• AWT
• Deployment

Each feature is illustrated with a short description and with
links, as appropriate, to written comments on them by writers
outside the desktop Java client group; with information about
the build number into which a particular fix is or will be
integrated (features that have been assigned build numbers
can be downloaded and tested); with bug IDs with links to bug
reports that can be found on java.sun.com.

Improving the look and feel of the Java Foundation Classes/
Swing (JFC/Swing) technology platform is identified as the most
important effort in that area. Specifically, the authors write,
making sure that the look and feel of JFC/Swing’s Windows and
GTK match the underlying platform’s look and feel is the goal.

Addressing quality and performance issues are noted as the
chief focus of efforts involving the The high-order bits for the
Java 2D API in this release.

Seeking to make it easier to deal with locale-specific features of
Mustang has led the team to concentrate on pluggability of
some locale-dependent components in the Java SE platform in
the area of internationalization.

AWT plans to implement long-awaited features (small and big)
related to Desktop Integration in Mustang.

The team members working on deployment issues is working
on everything from user experience, to improved desktop
integration, to more and better browser support and to
enhanced security.

Each of these feature categories is discussed in some detail in
the full version of the update.
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15952: Sun Announces Forthcoming Release of JavaTM 2
Platform, Micro Edition

New Sun, Openwave Alliance to Benefit Mass Market
Mobile Users

Developers can expect a new version of JavaTM 2 Platform, Micro
Edition (Java ME) by mid-2006, and handsets that feature
applications built with the new version should debut either by
the end of 2006 or early 2007, wrote Nancy Gohring for IDG
News Service. Eric Chu, senior director of mobile and embedded
systems at Sun made the announcement at the 3GSM World
Congress in Barcelona.

The relatively brief interval projected between release of the
new version of Java ME and the appearance of handsets
employing the technology is due to the involvement in the
actual development process of such companies as Vodafone
Group PLC, Nokia and Motorola, according to Chu. He added
that the new version of Java ME will enable developers to write
applications that can support the increasing presence on
handsets of such new features as Bluetooth or location
information.

Gohring also reported that Sun announced its new partnership
with Openwave Systems at 3GSM as well. The object of the new
alliance will be to integrate JavaTM technology for mobile
phones with the XML-based Openwave markup language.

Since even the least expensive mass market phones include the
JavaTM virtual machine* (JVMTM), which enables Java
applications and have the capability of displaying applications
written in Openwave’s language, integrating the two will
enable developers to bring more interesting content and
applications that the users of mass market mobile phones, or so
Jon McCormack, senior VP of engineering at Openwave
predicted.

*The Java virtual machine is a virtual machine for the Java
programming language.
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15749: “POJOs in Action”
Author Chris Richardson Reports EJBTM Has Been

Redeemed

"POJOs in Action: Developing Enterprise
Applications with Lightweight
Frameworks" is Chris Richardson’s latest
book, which has been published by
Manning. Richardson brings developers
the good news that Plain Old Java Objects
(POJOs) now work with Enterprise
JavaBeansTM (EJBTM), just as they do with
such other lightweight technologies as
Hibernate, Spring, JDO and iBATIS. The
book describes how using POJOs results in simpler, faster ways
to develop enterprise JavaTM technology applications.

"POJOs in Action" contains design alternatives that are
illuminated through code examples and shows how to make
key design decisions such as organizing and encapsulating the
domain logic across a database, managing transactions and
handling database concurrency.

The publisher describes "POJOs in Action" as a "new generation
Java applications guide," that includes such features as how to:
• Leverage the frameworksí strengths, avoid their weaknesses
• Apply enterprise patterns in the lightweight world
• New patterns like POJO FaÁade and Exposed Domain Model
• Build rich domain models
• How Aspects improve design
• Lightweight testing strategies
• How to be agile

Interested readers will find the source code for "POJOs in
Action" at:

http://www.manning.com/books/crichardson/source
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Workstations
15860: Sun’s Expanded Workstation Portfolio
Sun UltraTM 40 and 45 Join Sun UltraTM 20 Workstations

Sun’s new workstations - Sun UltraTM 40 [15828] and Sun UltraTM

45 [15760] Workstations - provide flexibility in platform and OS
choice and combine the stability and binary compatibility of
SPARC® technology with the performance and flexibility of x64.
These new Sun Ultra Workstations offer customers more
options for operating systems than any other vendor, Sun
reports.

Single- and dual-core capable Sun Ultra 40 Workstation and the
enterprise-class UltraSPARCTM processor-based Sun Ultra 45
Workstation join Sun’s workstation portfolio that also offers the
Sun UltraTM 20 Workstation. The Sun Ultra 40 and Sun Ultra 45
Workstations ship with a license for Sun N1TM Grid Engine 6
software, making them the industry’s first workstations to
bundle grid software at no additional cost, and all three
workstations include fully licensed versions of Sun’s developer
tools that include SunTM Studio, Sun JavaTM Studio Creator, Sun
JavaTM Studio Enterprise and the NetBeansTM Integrated
Development Environment (IDE).

Our AMD Opteron and UltraSPARC
processor-based workstations meet
the demands of today’s enterprises

and developers... — Lisa Sieker

Highlights of each of these workstations’ specific features are
as follows:
• The [Sun Ultra 40 Workstation] delivers visualization

capabilities and performance with whisper-quiet operation.
It combines the single- or dual-Core AMD Opteron 200 Series
processors, large memory capacity and multiple 8 GB/sec.
HyperTransport interconnects, dual-PCI Express x16 graphics
interfaces and the latest graphics technology from NVIDIA.

Early access customer Siemens Power Generation has been
testing both single- and dual-core Sun Ultra 40 Workstations to
run structural and computational fluid dynamics simulations.
Wayne Johnson, senior system engineer of Siemens Power
Generation, commented, "We are extremely impressed with
the functionality and stability of the Sun Ultra 40 Workstation.
Running both the Solaris 10 OS and Linux on the Sun Ultra 40
Workstation has vastly improved our performance and analysis
times, which enables us to do more in less time and has
resulted in more robust designs with shorter design cycles. I
can see how the features and benefits of the new Sun
workstations will be invaluable to any company involved with
MCAD or visualization."
• The dual-core AMD Opteron processor-based [Sun Ultra 20

Workstation] delivers price/performance for today’s
compute-intensive environments, especially for companies
in the areas of software development, electronic design
automation (EDA), mechanical computer-aided design
(MCAD) and academic research.

• The UltraSPARC processor-based [Sun Ultra 45 Workstation ]
is one of the industry’s first workstations that comes grid-
ready to maximize compute resources in an enterprise
environment. The Sun Ultra 45 Workstation has three times
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the storage capacity of the Sun BladeTM 2500 workstation and
2.6 times the graphics performance improvement with the
new Sun XVR-2500 graphics accelerator - making the Sun
Ultra 45 Workstation a seamless step up for existing SPARC
customers.

"We continue to demonstrate that Sun combines the best
technology with unparalleled innovation, allowing customers
to reap the rewards," said Lisa Sieker, vice president of
marketing, Network Systems Group, Sun. "Our AMD Opteron
and UltraSPARC processor-based workstations meet the
demands of today’s enterprises and developers, while far
exceeding the competition in terms of price, performance,
flexibility and speed to market."

15970: World Record Benchmarks Set by
Sun UltraTM Workstations

Sun UltraTM 40 and 20 Workstations
Lead Price/Performance

Sun UltraTM Workstations have set 12 world record benchmarks,
reports Sun, demonstrating these systems’ capabilities with
various system configurations while running a variety of
supported operating systems. The Sun UltraTM 40 Workstation
alone set nine new world records, indicating its unquestionable
lead over the competition in both performance and price/
performance categories.

Customers are looking for increased
performance from their

workstations.... Sun designed these
new workstations with these

customer needs in mind.
— Lloyd Cohen

Details of the Sun Ultra 40 Workstation’s new world records
include:
• Pro/Engineer OCUS benchmark: On this MCAD benchmark,

the Sun Ultra 40 Workstation, running 64-bit Windows XP
operating system and equipped with two AMD Opteron
processor Model 254 CPUs, is up to 7 percent faster than the
competing HP xw9300 workstation and up to 49 percent
faster than the closest competing Intel Xeon-based
workstation, the Dell Precision 670.

• SPEC_CPU2000 benchmark: Two world records were set on
this benchmark for dual socket x86 workstations. The Sun
Ultra 40 Workstation, equipped with two AMD Opteron
processor Model 280 CPUs and utilizing the SunTM Studio 11
compiler suite on the SolarisTM 10 Operating System (Solaris
OS), excelled on both integer and floating point intensive
throughput subcomponents of the benchmark.

The Sun Ultra 20 Workstation set its own records with three
new world records recorded, including:
• SPEC APC SolidWorks 2005 benchmark: This benchmark was

developed to capture the typical activities of a CAD/CAM
(computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing)
designer, including I/O, CPU and graphics-intensive
operations. The result is an eight test suite from which a
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single composite score is derived. The Sun Ultra 20
Workstation topped the chart in both performance and
price/performance categories, outrunning the HP xw9300
workstation by 76 percent, while costing two times less.

• EnSight benchmark: The Sun Ultra 20 Workstation delivered
the best price/performance combination, while performing
faster than the nearest competing system, the HP xw9300.

"Customers are looking for increased performance from their
workstations, including the ability to handle increasingly
complex data sets and sophisticated visualization. What’s
more, IT departments are faced with developing the correct IT
infrastructure at the right cost," said Lloyd Cohen, director,
Worldwide Market Analysis at IDC. "Sun designed these new
workstations with these customer needs in mind. With its Ultra
Workstation family, Sun offers customers flexibility in platform
and operating system choice, providing options for the x64
market as well as the company’s SPARC installed base."

More information on the Sun Ultra Workstation benchmarks
can be found at the [Sun Ultra 40 Workstation Web page] and
the [Sun Ultra 20 Workstation Web page] both hosted on the
Sun Web site.

15828: Sun UltraTM 40 Workstation
Bundles Grid Software, Visualization Capabilities, Whisper-

Quiet Environment

The industry’s first workstation to bundle
grid software is the Sun UltraTM 40
Workstation, which also comes with
visualization capabilities, record setting
price-performance [15970] and a whisper
quiet environment for desktops. Both 64-bit
and 32-bit applications can be run at the
same time on this workstation that
supports a choice of operating systems,
including SolarisTM 10 Operating System
(Solaris OS), Red Hat and SuSE Linux as well
as Microsoft Windows.

Features of Sun’s latest workstation include:
• Up to two single- or dual-core AMD Opteron 200-series

processors
• Up to eight DIMM slots for DDR-400 Registered ECC memory
• Up to four 7200 rpm SATA hard disk drives (80 GB, 250 GB or

500 GB)
• Two PCI slots (33 MHz, 32-bit)
• Two PCI-Express x 16 slots (with NVIDIA SLI support)
• Two PCI Express x four slots (x 8 mechanically)
• Eight USB 2.0 slots
• RoHS-compliant, PCI-Express NVIDIA Quadro graphics cards
• Gigabit Ethernet connectivity onboard
• SolarisTM 10 Operating System (Solaris OS) pre-installed
• Fully licensed versions of Sun JavaTM developer tools
• Sun N1TM Grid Engine software license. The software will be

available via a free download from the Sun Web site.

Designed for customers who need to quickly and efficiently
process large and complex datasets, the Sun Ultra 40
Workstation is ideal for industries such as energy,
manufacturing, Mechanical Computer Aided Design (MCAD),
Mechanical Computer Aided Engineering (MCAE), government
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and scientific research. The enterprise-class, whisper-quiet Sun
Ultra 40 Workstation is the first in the industry to bundle grid
software and enable businesses to put unused compute cycles
to work.

Combined with competitive pricing, a three-year base warranty,
next-business-day support and a suite of pre-installed software
including SunTM Studio 11, Sun JavaTM Studio Creator 2004Q2,
Sun JavaTM Studio Enterprise 8 and NetBeansTM 4.1, the Sun
Ultra 40 workstation offers among the best total costs of
ownership (TCO) on workstations, Sun claims.

The Sun Ultra 40 Workstation is the RoHS-compliant 2-socket
AMD Opteron processor-based follow-on to the Sun JavaTM

Workstation W2100z. Customers should purchase a Type 7
country kit for use with their Sun Ultra 40 Workstation since the
Type 6 country kit is not supported.

15937: Dutch City Relying on Sun Network-Based
Desktop Computing System
Sun RayTM Technologies Provide Security with Less

Operational Costs

The city of Groningen in
Holland is using [Sun
RayTM ultra-thin client
technology,] [Sun
Secure Global Desktop
software] and the
[SolarisTM 10 Operating
System] (Solaris OS) in its OneRegion Project that plans on
connecting non-profit organizations to its [Internet Exchange]
via fiber, ADSL or high speed wireless internet.

"This is an extremely exciting project and delivers fully on our
’Everyone connected to the Network’ vision," said Bix Jacobse,
CEO of the Groningen Internet Exchange. "Our vision is aligned
with Sun’s own vision of ’The Network is the Computer’ and we
boldly move into the future together."

The Groningen project is an
excellent example of how network-
based computing can be leveraged

for economic and social benefit.
— Alan Brenner

This project began with Groningen’s Deputy Mayor Koen F.
Schuiling’s vision for access to an open broadband network
serving business and institutions first and its citizens thereafter.
TCN, a large real estate company in Groningen, invested in a
world class central data center, linking the Internet and the
region through the Internet Exchange via a fiber network to
deliver controlled and secure access to information to all users.
Sun’s thin clients have provided security across this entire
network irrespective of who is using it. The centralization of
storage and applications has given administrators greater
control over the user environment.

"Growth in network-based computing is being driven by security
issues, malware and users’ desire for simpler experience," said
Alan Brenner, vice president of the Client Systems Group at Sun.
"Using Sun’s Sun Ray ultra thin client devices and Secure Global
Desktop software means there is no local data that can be
compromised - companies can even outsource to different
geographies but retain IP in home country. The Groningen
project is an excellent example of how network-based
computing can be leveraged for economic and social benefit."
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Covering a region of the three Northern Provinces of Holland,
the OneRegion Project will be retrieving the organizations’ data
using Sun Ray clients as the information desktop display. All
users will be linked into a central data center where they can
access a wide array of applications. This program will involve
government departments, schools, universities, hospitals,
museums, libraries, job centers and seekers as well as
commercial companies and, ultimately, home users.

The city of Groningen has begun deploying the Sun Ray thin
client technology to a first round of schools and government
agencies with a commitment to consider deploying 20,000 Sun
Ray clients in the first three years. These deployments will be
managed by Sun Advantage Partner cards Engineering with a
target to grow to 30,000 within five years, and the potential to
deploy 50-60,000 Sun Ray clients when all sectors adopt the thin
client model.
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